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Abstract 

The Internet is long-acclaimed to provide a medium for easy sharing of ideas and 
collaboration, and has huge potential for academic and training organisations to 
share learning resources. However, there are no formal mechanisms for managing 
intellectual property (IP) and there remain today tensions between freedom to share 
and ownership of creativity. 

Theories around land property rights have contributed to the rights of IP as we know 
them today. Creating digital IP, however, is not a physical labour like toiling the 
land. It does not preclude the owner from retaining a copy and copying the IP does 
not make the IP more scarce, or competitive to possess. 

Management of IP rights is about finding a balance between over zealous 
enforcement and 'free' use of IP. Protection of IP can be achieved by law and 
technology, and a mechanism for managing the use of digital learning objects would 
require a digital rights management (ORM) framework. 

Architecture of XML (eXtended Markup Language) Web Services is emerging as a 
standardised approach to dynamic component connectivity and interoperability that 
relies on self-describing components and open connectivity standards and 
emerging standards, including IP (Internet Protocol), SOAP (Simple Object Access 
Protocol), WSDL (Web Services Description Language) and UDDI (Universal 
Description, Discovery and Integration). 

XML Web Services technologies have great potential as the underlying technology 
for the establishment of a ORM framework for learning objects (LOs) on the 
Internet. 

An initial survey, with endorsement of findings by experts in Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICT) in education, identifies the components of an 
online contract that would license an educator to use LOs. A framework is proposed 
and a prototype of an intellectual property electronic management system (IPeMS) 
is designed and developed. Web Services operations authenticate teachers and 
enable the teachers to search for LOs. The teachers can view permissions and 
constraints of use of the LOs, and can create a contract, with or without payment as 
the conditions dictate, that, on agreeing to, will license the teachers to use one or 
more learning objects. Another evaluation survey completes the research study, 
giving feedback about IPeMS, with respect to its application to an educational 
environment, to license an educator to use digital LOs. 
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1 Introduction 

The Internet is long-acclaimed to assist similar thinking people to collaborate and 
share ideas, and provides huge opportunities for academic and training institutions 
to share their learning resources. However, there are no formal mechanisms 
available for academic and training organisations to manage the intellectual 
property (IP) rights of these resources. 

This research involves the development of a digital rights management (ORM) 
framework that enables educators to carry out agreements over the Internet, with or 
without payment, to license the use of learning resources. 

1.1 Research Background 

This research extends previous work of the author (Hill, 2004), who was fascinated 
by code segments called Web Services. She claimed that the architecture of XML 
(eXtended Markup Language) Web Services was emerging as a standardised 
approach to dynamic component connectivity and interoperability that relied on self
describing components and open connectivity standards and emerging standards, 
including Internet Protocol, SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol), WSDL (Web 
Services Description Language) and UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and 
Integration). 

The researcher recognised that XML Web Services technologies could have great 
potential as the underlying technologies for the establishment of a ORM framework 
for managing learning objects (LOs) on the Internet. The motivation for this 
research was to show this potential by designing a framework and building a ORM 
prototype that enabled educators to carry out agreements over the Internet, with or 
without payment, to license the use of LOs. 

1.2 Importance of the research 

A prototype of the ORM framework, using XML Web Services technology, is 
developed and demonstrated. Such a system could make sharing of digital learning 
resources on the Internet easy, without losing the IP rights of the creator. The 
findings of this research about the ORM prototype could initiate dialogue between 
developers and clients in a commercial environment to build such a system that will 
manage IP rights in education on the Internet. 

1.3 Research questions arising from the research topic 

From an initial investigation, the following research questions were identified: 

• What ORM policies currently exist in organisations (educational and 
business) in New Zealand (NZ)? 

• What are the components of a contract for ORM in organisations who share 
resources with external users? 

• What would be the design of an appropriate Web Services-enabled ORM 
framework to respond to a teacher's request for license to use LOs? 

• Can a prototype of a ORM framework, using XML Web Services technology, 
be developed? 
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• How will we know if the prototype can be effectively applied to an educational 
environment, to license a teacher to use one or more LOs? 

The findings to these research questions provide the substance of content for this 
thesis. The journey of research endeavours to answer these questions. 

1.3.1 Scope of research 

The focus of this research is on developing a framework to manage the IP of 
learning resources in an educational environment only. As part of this research, the 
prototype addresses some issues of user interface design of a ORM system. The 
research does not provide conclusive attributes, but identifies some essential 
attributes of a ORM system that need to be considered in building a commercial 
product. This research could provide a point of dialogue between a developer and a 
client. 

1.4 Research design 

The research design follows a conventional structure where purpose, methodology, 
findings, discussion and conclusion are presented (Emerson, 2000; Booth, 
Coulomb and Williams, 1995). 

1.4.1 Purpose 

The purpose of any research is to find answers to research questions. The activities 
of research are iterative and generally can be identified as: 

• A literature review to determine the extent of the field and define 
components of objects in the research study. 

• Development of a model that creates the research questions, and considers 
the design of approach to the study, that is, the methodology. 

• Implementation of the research design to collect and process data. 
• Evaluation of research outcomes and analysis of research findings. A 

conclusion presents recommendations and reflections of the research 
process. 

The objective of this research is to investigate the development of a ORM 
framework using XML Web Services technologies. It is intended that the Web 
Services will create the contract for the teacher that, on agreeing to, will license the 
teacher to use selected LOs. 

Specifically, this research seeks to: 
• Identify the ORM policies that currently exist in organisations (educational 

and business) in NZ. 
• Determine the components of a contract for digital rights management in 

organisations who share resources with external users. 
• Design an appropriate Web Services-enabled ORM framework to respond to 

a teacher's request for license to use LOs. 
• Develop a prototype of the ORM framework. 
• Evaluate the prototype with respect to its application in an educational 

environment to license a teacher to use one or more LOs. 
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The next section looks at the types of methodology used in this research to find the 
answers to the research questions. 

1.4.2 Methodology 

There are a number of methodology tools available to a researcher, for the purpose 
of finding answers to research questions. This research study used literature 
review, surveys, and personal communication, as follows: 

• A literature review provided understanding of the theories behind IP and 
online trading, the concept of ORM, LOs, and the technology and application 
of XML Web Services. The review helped to define the sort of questions that 
should be asked in the initial survey. 

• An initial investigation using a survey determined the components of an 
online contract to manage IP rights and to license educators online to use 
LOs. 

• An evaluation survey of the prototype ORM framework gave an insight into 
who would use such a system, and how a full implementation might look 
like. 

Results from different types of methods used were collected and collated as 
explained in the next section. 

1.4.3 Results 

The literature review helped to determine the questions of the initial survey. The 
results from the initial survey questions and the endorsements of ICT educational 
experts identified the components of an online contract to license educators to use 
LOs. A ORM framework was designed on these findings and a prototype of the 
ORM framework showed to a sample population what such a system could look like 
in terms of its services, functions and interfaces. An evaluation was carried out to 
test the appropriateness and usefulness of such a ORM system in an educational 
context. 

1.4.4 Limitations of the research 

This research study was limited by time (as defined by the requirements of a 
Master's student timeframe) and cost. 

Opportunities of further research are identified by the researcher in section 7 .2 
"Limitations and opportunities of the research". 

1.4.5 Thesis structure 

The thesis structure reflects the research design. Each section of this research is 
summarised: 

Literature review 
The literature review explored and assisted the understanding of IP management of 
learning objects, using XML Web services technologies. The review begins by 
looking at the theories that underpin IP. The theories have their beginnings in 
property rights that were first applied to land. However, there are some obvious 
differences around attributes of digital IP being non-exclusionary {where the creator 
still retains the creative work) and non-rivalrous (where by copying you are 
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proliferating the creative work and not making it scarce and competitive). There still 
exist tensions today around 'fair use' and first sales rights of IP. The intent of the 
medium of Internet is discussed and a call for a balance is made between free use 
by the user, and protection of IP rights of the creator. Maintaining this balance 
requires a management system using both law and technologies of ORM. 

Digital LOs are held in repositories and their attributes lend themselves to being 
managed digitally for trade. XML Web Services technologies have great potential as 
the underlying technology for the establishment of a ORM framework for trading 
LOs on the Internet. 

What is required for online contracts? 
An initial survey determined the components that are required for an online 
contract. The results showed that organisations had varying protection of their IP, 
but had a clear idea of the essential requirements of a contract that would manage 
digital IP rights. 

A framework to manage IP of digital LOs 
The findings of the initial survey contributed to the design of a framework. An 
algorithm describes a framework that will authenticate the user, provide a global 
search for LOs and a contract to manage IP rights. Scenarios are given to put the 
framework in a real-time context. 

The prototype - IPeMS 
A prototype of the framework to manage digital IP rights was designed and built, 
using Web Services technologies. The name ORM was dropped in favour of IPeMS 
(or Intellectual Property electronic Management System). The system was 
developed using Visual Basic .NET, and client user interfaces were designed 
appropriately for their purpose. 

Evaluation of IPeMS 
An evaluation survey acquired feedback from the participants about IPeMS, with 
respect to its application in an educational environment, to license an educator to 
use digital LOs. 

Conclusion 
The conclusion summarises the journey of the research that involved the 
development of a ORM framework, using XML Web Services technologies that 
enabled educators to carry out agreements over the Internet, with or without 
payment, to license the use of learning resources. 
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